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Snr Interclub survey results 2019 

Overall average – 75% or above on satisfaction regarding communication, format of leagues, feedback on 

queries and general enjoyment of the competition. 

Feedback on what improvements clubs would like to see. 

 Some behaviour on court has been petulant and time-wasting. I think we need as players to adopt 

a zero tolerance approach to this and stamp out the language, racquet throwing and hitting the 

ball away. We have an excellent Interclub competition generally played in excellent spirit - lets 

preserve that. 

 From a player perspective from a small club, integration of clubs to form teams to be of a 

competitive ability needs to be encouraged. Most of the senior women are happy to play without 

allegiance to a particular club it seems. Perhaps there is room for this type of competition to grow? 

 No additional fees over and above every clubs annual formula 

 I think they do an awesome job 

 Women's B grade singles and intermediate doubles seemed to encompass too wide a variety from 

near beginners through to experienced players 

 I really enjoyed the season-thanks 

 Ladies Social was too social and not enough teams to make it work effectively. Probably ready to 

move up to intermediate doubles but would like this to be a four person team. 

 Intermediate ladies was a real success. Social doubles might work better as a 2 player format. 

 Enjoyed the format of the ladies A grade this year with mixed teams for the second half of the 

season. Less competitive and more social which I liked. I think most people were happy with that as 

we are so used to playing each other in a competitive setting. It was also nice to play against 

different people for a change. I played #1 against a #3 from another club. It was enjoyable for both, 

but more for the #3 who wouldn't usually get a challenge like that. It would be good to try and get 

everyone playing at one club each week. I'd imagine that is a logistical nightmare though! 

 

 


